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1. To make working with me easy and convenient for your team.
2. To be responsive to any questions you may have.
3. To do most anything it takes to assure our collective success.
4. To provide any information and support documentation you require in an
expedited manner.
5. To provide you with accurate invoices and receipts immediately upon request.
6. To be conscious of all expenses keeping them at a minimum.
7. To provide my pre-travel arrangements and timely updates while traveling.
8. To provide my presentation in advance to ensure effective feedback.
9. To report back after the presentation with any feedback available.
10. To provide information regarding possible future business together.

“

’

“

“An Intellectual is someone who can discern patterns;
A Genius is someone who can discern paterns where
none are obvious; An Innovator is someone who can
discern patterns where none exist.”
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Lon Safko is the inventor of the “First Computer To Save A Human Life”, has 18 inventions in
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. along with 30,000 of his professional papers.
He starred in the PBS Television Special “Social Media & You... Communicating In A Digital
World”. Lon holds three U.S. Patents for Three-Dimensional-Internet-Advertising, is a 2017
Pulitzer Prize nominee, and also created the world’s first virtual reality operating system and
artificial intelligence nuclear waste tracking system.
He’s the author of “The Social Media Bible,” which exceeded $2M retail sales, “The Fusion
Marketing Bible”, and the concept is patent pending. He’s also the author of the “The
Innovative Thinking Bible, Cracking The Creativity Code”.
Lon is listed in the Guinness Book of World Records, saved Betsy Ross to the history books
and... as you can imagine, Lon is a member of MENSA!

Lon Safko is a serial innovator, inventor, bestselling author, speaker, trainer, consultant, and is
the creator of the “First Computer To Save A Human Life”, as coined by Steve Jobs, Apple,
Inc. That computer, along with 18 of Lon’s inventions are part of the permanent collection at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. along with 30,000 of Lon‘s professional papers.
Lon also has 14 inventions in the collection of The Computer History Museum in Mountain
View, CA.
Lon starred in the first ever PBS Television Special on social media, “Social Media & You...
Communicating In A Digital World”.
Lon developed the world’s first “voice recognition”, “voice synthesizing” and pioneered home
automation, with the physically challenged in mind. He is also the designer of the archetypes for
the Apple Newton world first PDA, and Microsoft’s“Bob” operating system. And, invented
those handy little help-balloon pop-ups “Tool-Tips”! He brought to market the world’s first
Virtual Reality Operating System and the First Artificial Intelligence Nuclear Waste Tracking
System for the United States Department of Energy.
Lon has founded over 14 companies, including Paper
Models, Inc., based on “Three-Dimensional Internet
Advertising” and “Virtual-Electronic-Retailing” (V-ETailing) concept for business, promotions, and education for
which he was awarded three United States Patents.
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Lon is a 2017 Pulitzer Prize Nominee and author of multiple innovative bestselling books; “The
Social Media Bible,” published by John Wiley & Sons, now in its Third Edition and five
languages which hit #1 on Amazon, is the most comprehensive book on social media marketing
ever written, and exceeded $2M retail sales.
His other bestseller, “The Fusion Marketing Bible”, published by McGraw Hill, is in three
languages, hit #3 on Amazon, and the concept is patent pending. The Safko Wheel Marketing
Toolkit leverages your existing marketing to make it significantly more effective, while adding
to your company’s bottom line, without any additional costs.
His most recent bestseller “The Innovative Thinking Bible, Cracking The Creativity Code” is
300 full-color pages of innovative techniques and ideas with more than 200 innovative quotes,
and 40 brain training exercises.
Lon is also a renowned international speaker, consultant, and trainer teaching the world’s largest
companies the concepts to harness innovative thinking, social media, and digital communication
strategies, creating higher productivity and profits. All presentations are customized to help
clients improve operations and performance by improving their potential to be more innovative.
He has been recognized for his innovation with such prestigious awards as; The Westinghouse
Entrepreneur of the Year, Arizona Innovation Network’s Innovator of the Year, The Arizona
Software Association’s Entrepreneur of the Year, twice nominated for the Ernst & Young / Inc.
Magazine Entrepreneur of the Year, The Public Relations Society of America’s, Edward
Bernay’s, Mark of Excellence Award.
Lon has also been featured in Entrepreneur Magazine, PC Novice, INC. Magazine, CFO,
Popular Science Magazine and the New York Times just to name a few. Lon was the first
appointed Ambassador to SCORE, is a USA Today CEO Advisor, and is now listed in the
Guinness Book of World Records. He even saved Betsy Ross to the history books! And... as
you can imagine, Lon is a member of MENSA!

What sets Lon aside from all the other speakers is, Lon not
only speaks about innovation, he INNOVATES!
For more information, please visit Safko.com or call Lon at:
480.266.1200.
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Lon Safko - Serial Innovator
Outstanding Achievements
•O Invented the “First Computer To Save A Human Life”, as coined by Steve Jobs.
• OHas 18 inventions are part of the permanent collection at the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C., along with 30,000 of his professional papers.
•O 14 inventions in the collection of The Computer History Museum in Mountainview, CA.
• Starred in the PBS Television Special “Social Media & You... Communicating In A Digital
World”.
• Founded 14 companies.
Innovation
• Holds 3 United States Patents for “Three-Dimensional-Internet-Advertising.
• Developed the world’s first “voice recognition”, “voice synthesizing” and pioneered home
automation, for the physically challenged.
• Invented those handy little help-balloon pop-ups; “Tool-Tips”!
• Saved Betsy Ross to the history books.
• First Virtual Reality Operating System and First Artificial Intelligence Nuclear Waste
Tracking System for the U.S. Department of Energy.
Bestsellers
• 2017 Pulitzer Prize Nominee and author of multiple innovative bestselling books.
• “The Social Media Bible,” published by John Wiley & Sons, now in its Third Edition and
five languages and hit #1 on Amazon, and exceeded $2 million in sales.
• “The Fusion Marketing Bible”, published by McGraw Hill, in three languages hit #3 on
Amazon, and the concept is Patent Pending.
• “The Innovative Thinking Bible, Cracking The Creativity Code”hit #36 on Amazon “Best
Ebooks”, and is 300 pages of everything you need to know about thinking creatively.
Continued...

…
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Awards
• The Westinghouse Entrepreneur of the Year.
• Arizona Innovation Network’s Innovator of the Year.
• The Arizona Software Assoc. Entrepreneur of the Year.
• Twice nominated for the Ernst & Young / Inc. Magazine Entrepreneur of the Year
• The Public Relations Society of America’s, Edward Bernay’s, Mark of Excellence Award.
• Included in The Guinness Book of World Records.
• Appointed First Ambassador To SCORE (Service Corp of Retired Executives).
• Member of MENSA.
Media
Entrepreneur Magazine, PC Novice, INC. Magazine, CFO, Popular Science Magazine The
New York Times, CNN, Fox, NBC Today Show, and Forbes.

Lon Safko - Serial Innovator
Outstanding Achievements
•OInvented the “First Computer To Save A Human Life”, as coined by Steve Jobs.
•OHas 18 inventions that are part of the permanent collection at the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C., along with 30,000 of Lon‘s professional papers.
•O14 inventions in the collection of The Computer History Museum.
• Starred in the PBS Television Special “Social Media & You... Communicating In
A Digital World”.
• Founded 14 companies and holds 3 United States Patents for “Three-DimensionalInternet-Advertising.
• Developed the world’s first “voice recognition”, “voice synthesizing” and pioneered
home automation, for the physically challenged.
• Created the world’s 1st Virtual Reality O.S. And...
• Developed the world’s first Artificial Intelligence Nuclear Waste Tracking System.
Bestsellers
• 2017 Pulitzer Prize Nominee.
• “The Social Media Bible,” hit #1 on Amazon, and exceeded $2m in sales.
• “The Fusion Marketing Bible”, hit #3 on Amazon, and
the concept is Patent Pending.
• “The Innovative Thinking Bible” is 300 pages of
everything you need to know about thinking creatively.
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Is your company struggling to innovate? Can you identify the obstacles stifling your company’s
creativity? Lon will help you understand why innovation is so difficult and equip you with the
knowledge and tools needed to overcome the obstacles to innovation and creativity.
You will learn:
• How your brain functions
• The difficulties the brain faces on the way to creativity
• How exercises like “random association” teach your brain how to generate new ideas
During this uplifting and informative presentation each attendee will be motivated to become
their own “innovation thought leader”.O

’

’

If you’re calling yourself a “Social Media Expert” then you’re been left behind. Fusion
Marketing is the next generation of marketing that integrates decades of traditional marketing,
digital marketing, and social media into one seamless tool set that will accomplish all of your
objectives!
Fusion Marketing is more than just integration; it’s a brand new way of “Interconnecting” all
your traditional, digital, and social media marketing endeavors into a completely different way!
With Fusion Marketing you will see exponential results without increasing you spending budget.
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Innovative thinking and being more creative are a must in today’s competitive business climate.
If you only maintain the status quo you will be left behind. Just knowing the tools isn’t enough.
Communicating the way our parents did, doesn’t work anymore. You need new skills and
mindset now more than ever. Focus on innovation and creativity to differentiate yourself from
the competition.
This Masterclass contains hundreds of examples of innovation, which use disruptive thinking,
nearly 300 thought provoking innovative quotes from famous innovators, dozens of actual
examples of creativity, examples of how the biggest companies in the world use innovation to
create the most successful products in history. And, there are more than 40 brain exercises will
get your most important muscle, your brain, in shape. You will be thinking more creatively and
innovatively than ever before!

Equal parts business strategist, motivational speaker, and innovation expert, Lon’s speaking
style is personal, fresh, humor-laden and energetic. Lon is a gifted presenter who is able to read
a room, customize his approach and style accordingly, and draw audiences in with his
storytelling and pragmatic solutions to your organization’s most pressing challenges, setting him
apart from anyone else you’ve heard.
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If you are still calling yourself a “Social Media Expert” then you’re announcing to the world that
you have been left behind. If you’re an expert in Facebook and Twitter, then you’re trying to build a
house restricted to using only two tools. Social media is an amazing marketing tool set that’s been
for the past 5+ years; take it from me, I wrote the book on it! If you’re still stuck looking at social
media as a stand alone technology, then you’ve been left behind.
Fusion Marketing is the next step that brings our 6,000 years of traditional marketing, the exciting
digital marketing tools of the Internet, and social media and fully integrates them into one seamless
tool set that will accomplish every goal you set! Fusion Marketing isn’t just about integration; it’s
about a totally new concept of “Interconnecting” all of your traditional and digital tools.
Fusion Marketing is about looking at all of your tools, campaigns, and conversion strategies first in
two-dimensions, then taking your entire marketing strategies into the world of three-dimensions.
This allows you an overview of everything you do in marketing in a completely different way!
In this workshop you will learn about the most advance social media marketing imaginable.
• Understanding all of the available tools and knowing which ones to use and how to use them
most effectively. Digital marketing is much more than having a Facebook page and sending a
few tweets.
• Understanding terms such as “the fundamental shift in power”, “link love”, “Google Juice” and
“What the SEO advantages are to blogging?”.
• Using mobile marketing, segmenting”, “day-parting” to achieve a 35% email conversion rate.
• Explore in-game advertising, virtual worlds, and video marketing. It’s a lot more than you ever
thought!
•O Learn about Fusion Marketing which is the next generation of marketing which brings 6,000
years of traditional marketing, exciting digital marketing tools of the Internet, and social
media and fully integrates the into one seamless tool set that will accomplish every objective
you set!
•O Understanding Fusion Marketing isn’t just about integration; it’s such a totally new concept o f
“Interconnecting” all of your traditional and digital tools has been accepted by the United
States Patent & Trademark Office as “Patent Pending”.
•O Looking at all of your tools, campaigns, objectives, and
conversion strategies, then taking your entire marketing
strategies into the whole new world of Fusion
Marketing.
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At last search, Google listed 135,000 web pages that listed Lon and his work. There are close to
300 videos on his Youtube channel alone. Lon is happy to share his content with everyone.
Please feel free to link to Lon’s videos. Or ask for something specific!
Here are Lon’s bureau friendly “Sizzle-Reel” and “What Makes Lon Different From All The
Other Speakers”, along with a few others.

Lon’s Sizzle Reel

https://youtu.be/Y6l-3EXz4Kk

(03:54)

What Makes Lon Different

https://youtu.be/8FSZljLPcyk

(02:53)

Lon Discusses Innovative Thinking

https://youtu.be/MrguX7O_eY8

(19:53)

PBS Television Special Highlights

https://youtu.be/OhYWXw3TzhI

(09:42)

Suisse EMEX Zurich 20k Attendee

https://youtu.be/vixcFSuMZdA

(36:51)

Never Before Seen Innovation: 3DGTA

https://youtu.be/N1fUEkfKslM

(07:44)

Will It Mulch

https://youtu.be/iB6qv8WAuE0

(03:55)

Fusion Marketing, Graz, Austria

https://youtu.be/TnOEfa5WoO0

(19:38)

Testimonial Video 1

https://youtu.be/vkO1XtGB6Pk

(00:53)

Testimonial Video 2

https://youtu.be/xoleFSYM-0Q

(00:35)

Testimonial Video 3

https://youtu.be/VX2HJvDaJT0

(00:28)

Testimonial Video 4

https://youtu.be/_4oxgeAXGIM

(00:20)
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Bright Blue Background

https://bit.ly/2OdlSFC

File type:OJPG
File size:O799 KB
Dimensions:O1014OVO1468

Dark Blue Background

https://bit.ly/2vGNefO

File type:OJPG
File size:O719 KB
Dimensions:O1020OVO1472

No Background

https://bit.ly/2ALQrQV

File type:OJPG
File size:O677 KB
Dimensions:O1014OVO1420

Looking Down

https://bit.ly/2LZ0yqC

File type:OJPG
File size:O513 KB
Dimensions:O1484OVO3759

CEO Full Length

https://bit.ly/2OMU8ZG

File type:OJPG
File size:O224 KB
Dimensions:O450OVO675

Presenting In Zurich

https://bit.ly/2M0bOT9

File type:OJPG
File size:O2 MB
Dimensions:O5334OVO3153

Presenting On PBS-1

https://bit.ly/2M6Bm0J

File type:OJPG
File size:O3.1 MB
Dimensions:O5730OVO3265

Presenting On PBS-2

https://bit.ly/2OcTROy

File type:OJPG
File size:O1 MB
Dimensions:O2667OVO2403
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The Social Media Bible
Front Flat Cover

https://bit.ly/2vKUzuC

File type:OJPG
File size:O212 KB
Dimensions:O1569OVO1974

The Social Media Bible
Left Cover

https://bit.ly/2LTlL5r

File type:OJPG
File size:O3 MB
Dimensions:3742OVO4400

The Social Media Bible
Right Cover

https://bit.ly/2Kxg9YU File type:OJPG
File size:O719 KB
Dimensions:O3742OVO4409

The Fusion Marketing Bible
Front Flat Cover

https://bit.ly/2Octd8r

The Fusion Marketing Bible
Left Cover

https://bit.ly/2KySV4N File type:OPNG
File size:O2 MB
Dimensions:O1717OVO2160

The Fusion Marketing Bible
Right Cover

https://bit.ly/2vIrNLc

The Innovative Thinking Bible
Front Flat Cover

https://bit.ly/2LUNBy4 File type:OJPG
File size:O863 KB
Dimensions:O1841OVO2775

The Innovative Thinking Bible
Left Cover

https://bit.ly/2OOxgc7

File type:OJPG
File size:O2 MB
Dimensions:O1545OVO2204

The Innovative Thinking Bible
Right Cover

https://bit.ly/2KxotrJ

File type:OJPG
File size:O374 KB
Dimensions:O792OVO1142
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Lon uses a Apple MacBook Pro with a Thunderbolt Mini Display Video Output and will provide
his own Direct HDMI / VGA adapter.
The Mac Keynote presentation was developed using a 16:9 display ratio. Lon will also provide a
wireless clicker his MacBook. A large screen and HDMI quality projector, is best.

For audiences greater than 50, Lon requires a wireless lavaliere microphone connected to a highquality audio system. Speakers/audio should be of high enough quality and sufficient for the
entire audience to hear sound and video clips when played from his laptop. Please make sure the
sound system is functioning and tested before his arrival.

He prefers no podium on stage. If one must be present, please have it pushed back so that he
may walk in front of it unencumbered.

Please have a bottle of water available to Lon while on stage presenting.

Lon requires the ability to test his audio / visual no fewer than 30 minutes before taking the stage.

He presents using his own laptop with embedded videos. The entire presentation and all content
are self-contained and do NOT require Internet access.
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“It was indeed a pleasure to meet Lon Safko. His presentation was outstanding and everyone
loved him. Again, he did an outstanding job and we were very fortunate to have had the
opportunity to book him for this event! Thanks so much!”
Sara, Piedmont Natural Gas
“Lon is an impressive trainer who could convince and educate without boring theories. The
capabilities of the trainer were the main strength of the event. Excellent planning and
arrangements!”
Wael Albassam – Corporate Marketing Director, Zamil Steel, KSA
“Very entertaining and informative – a lot of material covered and very well presented.OBradO
AlcoaOPittsburg, PAOExciting and well presented!”
Lisa, Teledyne,OAnaheim, CA
“Lon provided a very effective way of implementing innovation tools which I have never seen
from any trainer in this manner! The strengths of the event was all of the personal and corporate
examples and student participation excersizes. Very professional arrangement.”
Abda Fayyaz – Manager of Corporate Communications, National Bank of Fujairah, UAE
“Lon Safko was enthusiastic, knowledgeable and interesting. Great Conference Thanks!”
Richard, Raytheon Professional ServicesOSouthfield, MI
“The speaker spoke through knowledge and experience. It was very proactive because all the
while we have been struggling with how to become more creative and “out think” our
competitors. Now we have been given more tools so that we know how to look into innovation
and use it wisely and effectively. I found this presentation very useful. It is a very good
opportunity. If you don’t have time, please find time because it is very timely especially when
you are looking for all these tools to succeed in the competitive industry. The organizer did a
great job by bringing the author of the book himself to us personally. Continue bringing more
trainers from different background and field to Malaysia so that we can benefit.”
Mohmed Razip Hasan – Director of Communications and Publicity, Tourism Malaysia
“Superior quality information presented in a manner that gets you excited to get back to work
and implement what you’ve learned.
Sarah, Malibu ShirtsOAnaheim, CA
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“Lon is energetic and passionate. He takes the complex and tricky world of innovation and
simplifies it so it can make sense to everyone. This course is a great for people who who want to
become more creative.”
Maysoun Hanna – Strategic Planner, Leo Burnett, UAE
“Lon Safko is a gold mine of information and inspiration. His ability to pack a lifetime of
experience into an innovative day of learning is truly a gift. His unique professional style powerpacks a wealth of fresh cutting-edge knowledge, savvy human, and insightful interpersonal skills
that delivers 1,000%!!!”
Heather, San Diego International AirportOSan Diego, CA
“Lon was great! He backed all the material with examples and personal anecdotes. The big
picture of innovation and the details all came together nicely. The course materials and the
course content were useful. The event was well organized!”
Alia Adel Jasim Almidfa – Marketing & Corporate Communication, Dubai Electricity and
Water Authority (DEWA),UAE
“Most valuable conference I’ve ever attended! Well worth the I440 beltline traffic!”
Shannon, NACCO Materials Hdlg GroupORaleigh, NC
“Lon keeps you engaged and always interested in the topics. Time passes by fast! This event was
very engaging!”
Tewfik Kattan – Digital Specialist, Aramex Regional LLC, UAE
“Lon Safko is engaging, informative, an expert in his field, organized and an effective speaker.”
Frank, Orlando Sentinel Orlando, FL
“I’m excited about my upcoming email campaign now that I have new ideas!”
Leslie, Taylor WoodrowOAustin, TX
“It was an insightful session! Lon is very knowledgeable in this area, thank you! The content of
the training sessions was the main strength of the event. Lon should come to Nestle and run this
session again! Thanks for bringing a great speaker in this area!”
Ng Boon Siew – Brand Manager, Nestle Products Malaysia
“Lon Safko was very inspiring and motivational.”
Cheryl, US Postal ServiceOGrand Rapids, MI
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Lon was fun! He gave examples of case studies; the way he delivered it was easy to understand
which makes him different from other trainers. He delivers it very effectively which made me
look forward to his classes every day. The event was well organized, coordinated very well and
the staff has been really friendly. I have no complaints, keep up the good work!”
Ahmad Nasyami Mihat – Marketing Manager, Honda Malaysia
“Lon was energetic and he gave a lot of information. He also gave time for individuals to
express and expand their horizons!”
Haitham El Khatib – Regional Partner Ships Manager,
Aramex Regional LLC.
“Simply out-of-this-world! A world class speaker who really knows his knowledge. He was
capable to share his own real life experiences and he was very engaging. The topic given was
relevant for the current business paradigm. Continue providing similar quality workshop, engage
caliber & high profile speakers like Lon Safko. Lon is really efficient in follow ups and
responses.”
Yee Meng Queen – Product Manager, Merck, Sharp & Dohme (M) Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

Honeywell
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$10,000
$12,500
$15,000

* Client is also responsible for airfare, ground transportation, meals, and hotel accommodations
or a flat fee is available.

‡

1 Hour
1⁄2 Day
Full Day

Keynote
Keynote + Workshop
Keynote + Workshop

$15,000
$17,500
$20,000

‡
1 Hour
1⁄2 Day
Full Day

Keynote
Keynote + Workshop
Keynote + Workshop

$20,000
$22,500
$25,000

‡ Non-Domestic engagements require business-class airfare on an airline and itinerary of Lon’s
choosing, ground transportation, meals, hotel accommodations, or a flat fee is available.
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No Budget... No Problem!

Casual

Business Casual

Business

Accessories

Cut these out and use refreshments, microphones,
notepad, and projector... for additional realism!

PASTE YOUR
COMPANY LOGO
HERE
(From Business Card)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut out and assemble podium.
2. Cut out Lon and dress inappropriate attire.
3. Set up podium and Lon in font of your computer
monitor.
4. Go to www.Safko.com and select one of Lon’s
sample video presentations.
5. Turn your speakers up as load as they will go and
hit play.
It’s almost like having Lon right there!

www.Safko.com
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Lon Safko is the inventor of the “First Computer To Save A Human Life”. He has 18 inventions
in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. along with 30,000 of his professional papers.
Lon also has 14 inventions in the Computer History Museum in Mountainveiw, CA, and starred
in the PBS Television Special “Social Media & You... Communicating In A Digital World”. And,
he holds three U.S. Patents for Three-Dimensional-Internet-Advertising.
He’s the author of “The Social Media Bible,” which hit 1 on Amazon, is in five languages, and
exceeded $2m retail sales. His “The Fusion Marketing Bible”, hit #3 on Amazon, and its
concept is actually patent pending. His latest bestselling book, “The Innovative Thinking Bible,
Cracking, The Creativity Code” is now climbing the Amazon charts at #36, and Lon is a 2017,
Pulitzer Prize Nominee.
Lon is listed in the Guinness Book of World Records, is responsible for saving Betsy Ross to the
history books, and... is a member of MENSA!
Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome…
LON SAFKO… THE SERIAL INNOVATOR!
KEYWORDS
Topic

Execution

Innovative Thinking
Creativity
Innovation Leadership
Executive Training
International Speaker
Bestselling Author
Digital Communications
Experienced Entrepreneur

Keynote
Masterclass
Breakout
Moderator
Trainer
Coach
Consultant
Nice Guy
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Hiring the right keynote speaker for your event is a very important decision. I
understand that. So, here are the 10 reasons Lon Safko is a favorite of meeting
and event planners, speakers’ bureaus, and corporate executives. Lon delights
crowds and clients alike when delivering inspiring keynotes on innovation,
creativity, and invention:
– With 30+ years as an active CEO, he’s a proven business leader with
deep real-world experience.
– Lon presentations are interactive, fast-moving, and entertaining.
Your audience will be fully engaged and leaning forward.
– As a serial entrepreneur, a Smithsonian Institution and
Computer History Museum inductee, a serial bestselling selling Pulitzer
nominated author who’s sold more than $2m in books, the inventor of “The
First Computer To Save A Human Life”, holds three U.S. Patents, and the Star of
his own PBS Television Special, Lon brings a fresh and compelling global
perspective.
– Your audience will leave with meaningful tools, techniques,
and examples that can be immediately applied to real-world innovation
challenges.
– Lon enthusiasm consistently inspires audiences.Your
team will depart motivated, energized, and ready to reach new creative heights.
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– You won’t hear Lon talk about how others innovate,
because Lon has spent his life, innovating. He will dazzle the audiences with real
world examples from own experiences of how he created multi-million dollar
ideas.
– Lon’s concepts are delivered through rich story telling, not
boring academic rhetoric. Emotionally charged stories help the audience retain
key points while enjoying a highly entertaining experience.
– No outrageous demands. No absurd requests. Instead, Lon is
professional, accommodating, and easy to work with every step or the way.
– Instead of the typical “canned” speech, Lon takes the time to learn
about your organization, audience, and key objectives. His presentation will be
on-point, relevant, and customized to your specific needs to maximize your
take-aways.
– Lon will make every minute count. Your audience will be moved
and inspired while gaining practical tools to improve their performance. Lon
will do whatever it takes to ensure your event is an overwhelming success.
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